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Custom Skirted Fender with Flip
Based loosely on the skirted early K model 
front fender, this timeless classic has been 
updated to fit all 35mm and 39mm front forks 
from 73-13.
13196 Unpainted (5 3/4" wide)
Note: Fender should not be used on bikes equipped with 
highway bars.

Narrow Front Fender for FL 
Models
Custom, unpainted steel narrow FXWG-style 
front fender for all 4-speed FL model forks 
from 49-84. Includes chrome mounting brack-
ets, the fender profile is designed to clear 18", 
19" and 21" tires.
26159 Unpainted (7 3/4"-wide)

Custom Fender for Wide Glide 
Front Ends
A bolt-on version that completely replaces the 
stock front fender on Dyna Wide Glide, Softail 
and 4-speed FXWG models from 80-06 (except 
Heritage Softail, Fat Boy and Springer Softail 
models). Styled with an added accent bead 
around its entire edge. These fenders include 
polished aluminum spacer blocks, and fit with 
19" or 21" wheels only.
13183  6" wide

Softail

Custom Rear Fender for Softail 
Models
A duplicate of the fenders fitted to Heritage 
Softail models, but is smooth with only fender 
strut holes in it for custom taillights. It’s ready 
to use as a replacement item or for FX Softail 
models converting to full fenders.
Note: 97 and newer models require modification and/or relo-
cation of OEM fuse box

13211 Fits all Softail models from 84-96 as a 
custom fender

Replacement Rear Fenders for 
Softail Models
Accurate reproductions of their Original 
Equipment counterparts. They’re pre-drilled 
for the fender struts and license plate mount, 
and have the taillight mount in place. They fit 
all Softail models from 84-99. Available with or 
without provisions for the turn signal bar.
78345 Without mounting holes for turn signal 

bar (repl. OEM 59596-89)
78347 With mounting holes for turn signal bar 

(repl. OEM 59126-86)
240469 Vintage rear fender without taillight 

and turn signal mounts 

Custom Rear Fenders for Softail 
Models
Sold exclusively by Custom Chrome, and have 
an early-style ‘reveal’ stamped in the rear tips. 
Installation requires the removal of 5" from 
the struts. Two decorative end caps are sup-
plied to finish off the shortened struts. Fit all 
5-speed Softail models from 86-99.
13254 With no taillight mount
Note: 97-10 models require modification and/or relocation of 
OEM fuse box. The stock turn signals must be relocated, and 
the saddlebags on FLSTC models cannot be reinstalled due to 
the shortened fender struts.

78345

78347

One-Piece Rear 
Fenders for FL 

Models
Accurate reproductions of the 

one-piece rear fenders on 4-speed 
FL models from 80-84. One version 
is smooth with no taillight or turn 

signal mounts, and the other has the 73-98 
taillight mount (but no turn signal mounts). 
Fender strut mounting holes are already 
drilled.
13189 With no taillight mount
13212 With 73-98 taillight mount but no 

indentations for the turn signal 
mounting bar

Custom Fat Bob Rear Fenders
Original style universal and custom application 
fenders. Available with left or right-hand chain 
cutaway without taillight mount. Fenders 
measure approx. 38"-long, 7"-wide and 5 1/2"-
deep. Fenders are unpainted.

Left Chain Cutaway
Fits all Big Twin models and bikes with the 
chain on the left side.
13178 Without taillight mount

Right Chain Cutaway
Fits Sportster models in custom frames and 
bikes with the chain on the right side.
13179 Without taillight mount


